TRIAL ESSENTIALS
Compiled by Ezequiel Lugo

No Magic Words Required: A Brief Guide
To Preserving Error In Florida State Courts From
Opening Statements To The Discharge Of The Jury
INTRODUCTION
Every now and then, when I am consulted regarding
a new appellate matter, trial counsel is sure that the trial
judge committed an egregious error that is sure to result
in a reversal. But, all too often, the issue has not been
properly preserved for appellate review. No objection was
raised, no ruling was obtained, or some required motion
was overlooked.
This article aims to provide a brief overview of preserving error during trial in civil cases. It will focus on issues
that may arise after the jury has been sworn, as a recent
article addressed issues that arise through jury selection.1
And this article will address the basic outline for preservation of error in Florida state courts, which differs in some
respects from the rules that apply in federal courts. This
article will begin with some practical considerations and basic principles of preservation that generally apply throughout trial. The remainder of the article will address specific
preservation rules that apply at various stages of a trial.
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Make sure you have a court reporter. If the trial court
makes an adverse ruling, counsel will have the burden
of showing that the ruling was erroneous.2 The appellate
court needs to understand the factual context of the ruling
and any alternative theories reflected in the record that
may support the trial court’s decision.3 Without a transcript,
the appellate court will be unable to determine whether
the trial court erred.4 An appeal without a trial transcript will
most likely result in a per curiam affirmance with a citation
to Applegate v. Barnett Bank of Tallahassee, 377 So. 2d
1150 (Fla. 1979), where the Florida Supreme Court held
“[t]he trial court should have been affirmed because the
record brought forward by the appellant [was] inadequate
to demonstrate reversible error.”5
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Describe verbally anything that the court reporter
cannot hear. The role of the court reporter is twofold. First,
the court reporter must listen to all testimony and objections that occur during the trial. And, second, the court
reporter must simultaneously make a written record of all
such testimony and objections. This is an arduous task
with one important limitation that affects the preservation of
error: the court reporter cannot transcribe what he or she
cannot hear. So anything that happens outside the court
reporter’s hearing does not exist for appellate purposes.
For example, the court reporter cannot record what is
depicted on a chart or photograph that counsel is showing
to the jury during opening statements. The court reporter
cannot record when a witness smirks at a question, cries
while giving an answer, or makes an obscene gesture. And
the court reporter cannot record a sidebar conference to
which he or she is not invited.6
Counsel should verbally describe what is happening or
has happened. Opposing counsel can then challenge the
description or add anything else that may be important. If
the attorneys cannot agree to an accurate description, then
the trial court can resolve any discrepancies to ensure that
the record accurately reflects what happened.
Avoid ambiguities regarding the parties’ exhibits.
Counsel should clearly identify any exhibits for the record.
When handing an exhibit to a witness, counsel should
identify the exhibit by announcing the number assigned
to it as it is handed to the witness. If the witness will be
using the exhibit to clarify his or her testimony by pointing
to or marking the exhibit, then counsel should have the
exhibit initialed by the witness and numbered for identification. The exhibit should also be submitted to the clerk
for inclusion in the appellate record so that the appellate
court can compare the exhibit to the transcript of the
witness’s testimony. Counsel should also identify any
exhibits, by their assigned number, that are used during
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closing argument. And counsel should request that all
exhibits be retained by the clerk at the end of the case for
inclusion in the appellate record.

on any motions for mistrial before the court is adjourned.
Consequently, a party may waive the right to a new trial
by withdrawing a motion for mistrial.23

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF PRESERVATION

Fundamental Error. In rare circumstances, an issue may
be raised for the first time on appeal without a contemporaneous objection in the trial court.24 However, the issue
must rise to the level of “fundamental error.”25 Florida
courts define “fundamental error” in civil cases as error
that goes to the foundation of the case or goes to the
merits of the cause of action.26 To qualify as fundamental
error, the error must amount to a denial of due process.27
For example, a trial court commits fundamental error if
it gives an instruction that improperly removes the main
disputed issue from consideration by the jury.28 An actual
denial of due process also constitutes fundamental
error, so it can be raised for the first time in the appellate
court.29 But counsel should not rely on the possibility that
an issue may be raised on appeal as fundamental error.30
The better practice is to raise any potential issue at trial
and to obtain a ruling from the trial judge.

Contemporaneous Objection Rule. The main principle to keep in mind during trial is the contemporaneous
objection rule. This rule is made up of three parts. First,
counsel must make a timely objection at the time of the
alleged error.7 In multi-party litigation, each party must
object or join in another party’s objection to preserve
the issue for appellate review.8 If the objection is late,
then the issue is not preserved.9 The purpose of this
first requirement is to “prevent[ ] a party from rolling the
dice with the jury, confident that an unvoiced objection
will garner a new trial if the verdict is unfavorable.”10 The
timeliness of the objection depends of the nature of the
error. For example, errors during voir dire must be raised
and renewed before the jury is sworn.11 The timeliness
requirement for various kinds of trial objections will be
further discussed below.
Second, counsel must state the grounds for the
objection.12 No magic words are necessary.13 Counsel,
however, must be sufficiently specific to alert the trial
court of the alleged error and to allow intelligent review on
appeal.14 This means that the essence of the argument
must be presented to the trial judge, but the argument
need not be as detailed as an appellate brief.15
And, third, trial counsel should assert all applicable
grounds in support of the objection. The argument on
appeal will be limited to the grounds asserted by trial
counsel.16 If the trial court overrules the objection, then
appellate counsel will have alternative bases to argue
for a reversal. And, if the trial court accepts one or more
grounds, then appellate counsel will have one or more
grounds to argue that the trial court reached the correct
result under the “Tipsy Coachman” doctrine.17
After making a contemporaneous objection, counsel must ensure that the trial court makes a ruling. “The
preservation of error requirement is not ordinarily completed until the aggrieved party has obtained a ruling on
the motion or objection made in the lower tribunal.”18 The
appellate court will not usually consider an issue without
a ruling from the trial court.
Motions for Mistrial. A contemporaneous objection and
a ruling from the trial court may be insufficient to preserve
certain issues for appellate review. If the trial court overrules the objection, nothing else is required to preserve
the issue for appellate review.19 But if the court sustains
the objection, then counsel may also need to move for a
mistrial.20 The trial court may reserve ruling on the motion
for mistrial until after the jury deliberates.21 But the principles behind the contemporaneous objection rule apply to
the motion for mistrial,22 so counsel must secure a ruling

Invited Error Doctrine. Trial counsel should be mindful
of the invited error doctrine. Under that doctrine, counsel
cannot lead the trial court into error and then exploit that
error on appeal.31 A party that leads a trial court to commit
an error is deemed to have waived the right to ask the appellate court to correct the error.32 The danger of inviting
error is great because even fundamental error is subject
to the invited error doctrine.33 As the old saying warns,
“Be careful what you ask for because you just might
get it.”
Harmless Error Rule. One final principle to keep in mind
is the harmless error rule. That rule is based on section
59.041, Florida Statutes, which bars a reversal unless the
appellate court “after an examination of the entire case”
finds “that the error complained of has resulted in a miscarriage of justice.” For a long time, many Florida courts
applied the harmless error rule by looking at the effect the
error had on the ultimate outcome of the case: an error
was considered harmful where “a result more favorable
to the appellant would have been reached if the error
had not been committed.”34 However, in 2014, the Florida
Supreme Court rejected this results-oriented approach.35
So now the “harmless error analysis is not limited to the
result in a given case, but it necessarily concerns the
process of arriving at that result.”36 The appellate court
has “to focus on the effect of the error on the trier-of-fact
and avoid engaging in analysis that looks only to the result in order to determine harmless error.”37 Based on this
change, counsel may want to add to his or her objections
an explanation about how the alleged error impacts the
jurors, their deliberations, or their verdict.
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ARGUMENTS AND CONDUCT OF COUNSEL
The preservation of issues regarding improper arguments or conduct by opposing counsel (during voir dire,
opening statements, or closing arguments) requires multiple steps. The first step is a contemporaneous objection
at the time of the improper comment or conduct. Counsel
cannot wait until the end of the opposing attorney’s closing argument to raise an objection.38
The second step is to obtain a ruling from the trial
court. The failure to obtain a ruling waives the issue for
appellate review, unless the trial court patently and deliberately refuses to rule on the objection.39
If the objection is sustained, counsel must take
the extra step of moving for a mistrial.40 The motion for
mistrial must be made by the end of opposing counsel’s
argument, at the latest.41 But careful trial counsel will
move for mistrial both during and at the end of opposing
counsel’s argument.42 Doing so makes sense in cases
where there is an argument that the cumulative effect of
the improper comments requires a new trial.43 (This extra
step of moving for mistrial is not required if the objection
is overruled.44)
If counsel makes no objection or fails to follow the
steps mentioned above, then counsel may raise the
improper comments in a post-trial motion for new trial.45
The improper comments, however, must pass the stringent fundamental error analysis set forth in Murphy v.
International Robotic Systems, Inc., 766 So. 2d 1010
(Fla. 2000).46 The Murphy standard limits relief to a narrow scope of improper comments, including those that
appeal to racial, ethnic, or religious prejudices.47 Because
very few cases will satisfy the Murphy standard, counsel
should not rely the availability of post-trial motions to
preserve these issues.
EVIDENTIARY ISSUES
Admission of Inadmissible Evidence. To preserve the
argument that the trial court erroneously admitted inadmissible evidence, counsel must make a timely objection
or motion to strike.48 This means that counsel must object
to improper questions and questions that call for inadmissible evidence before the witness answers.49 By contrast,
counsel must move to strike when a witness gives an
improper answer to a proper question.50
Counsel must also state the specific grounds for the
objection or motion.51 For example, a “relevance” objection is insufficient to preserve the argument that the
evidence is inflammatory or unfairly prejudicial.52 General
objections on the grounds of “lack of foundation” or “improper predicate” are insufficient to preserve the improper
admission of the evidence.53 Counsel should state what is
missing from the foundation or predicate.
Counsel may also need to move for a mistrial de-

pending on the nature of the improper evidence before
the jury. A mistrial may be granted based on the improper
admission of the existence of liability insurance.54 A mistrial may also be required where a witness states that a
party received a traffic citation.55
Exclusion of Admissible Evidence. If the trial court
improperly excludes admissible evidence, then counsel
must make an offer of proof.56 In other words, counsel
must make the substance of the excluded evidence
known to the court.57 This proffer of evidence is necessary to allow the appellate court to determine exactly
what was excluded to decide whether the exclusion
requires a reversal.58
The usual way in which the offer is made is by questioning the witness on the record, but outside the presence of the jury.59 Alternatively, the proffer may be made
through counsel’s oral or written statement summarizing
the testimony that the witness would give.60 When the
excluded evidence is a document or some other exhibit,
the proffer should be made by marking the item for identification, submitting it to the clerk, and including it in the
appellate record.61
“Generally, refusal of the trial court to allow a proffer prevents a determination of the propriety of the trial
court’s ruling and is reversible error.”62
MOTIONS FOR DIRECTED VERDICT
Florida law requires a motion for directed verdict to
preserve a challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence
in a jury trial.63 Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.480 sets
out the procedure for making such motions. First, the motion must be made at the close of the evidence offered by
the opposing party.64 Second, the motion must state the
specific grounds for the directed verdict.65 And third, if the
court does not grant the motion, the movant must renew
his or her arguments in a post-trial motion for judgment
in accordance with the motion for directed verdict within
15 days of the verdict (or, if no verdict is returned, after
discharge of the jury).66
A prior version of rule 1.480(b) required that any
motion for directed verdict had to be renewed at the close
of all the evidence.67 Many older cases hold that a failure
to renew the motion at the close of all of the evidence
waived any challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence.68
However, in 2010, the Florida Supreme Court amended
rule 1.480(b) to eliminate the requirement that a motion
for directed verdict must be renewed at the close of all
the evidence.69
The procedure for preserving a challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence is different in a bench trial. Florida
Rule of Civil Procedure 1.420(b) states that, after a party
seeking affirmative relief concludes his or her case, the
opposing party may move for an involuntary dismissal.
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But Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.530(e) provides
that:
When an action has been tried by the court without
a jury, the sufficiency of the evidence to support the
judgment may be raised on appeal whether or not the
party raising the question has made any objection
thereto in the trial court or made a motion for rehearing, for new trial, or to alter or amend the judgment.
Based on this rule, in a bench trial, counsel can
challenge the sufficiency of the evidence on appeal even
if there was no contemporaneous objection or motion for
involuntary dismissal in the lower court.70
JURY INSTRUCTIONS
The contemporaneous objection rule applies to alleged errors regarding jury instructions.71 Generally, most
objections to the jury instructions must be made during
the charge conference.72 But counsel should be ready
to object to jury instructions at other times. For example,
counsel must object during the reading of the instructions
if the court deviates from the language in the written
instruction.73
The level of specificity required to preserve the error
depends on whether the court gave the instruction or
refused to give the instruction. To preserve an objection
to an instruction requested by the opposing party and
given by the court, a distinct and specific objection is
necessary.74 This means that saying something like “we
object to plaintiff’s instruction number 3” is insufficient.75
The objection should instead:
• identify the instruction at issue; and
• explain why the instruction is improper (e.g., it does
not accurately state the law, is not supported by the
facts in the case, and/or is not necessary for the
jury to properly resolve the issues).76
The party objecting to the instruction must also propose a corrected instruction, at least in cases where the
challenged instruction does not accurately state the law.77
In contrast, no specific objection is required when a
party’s request for a jury instruction is rejected by the trial
court.78 However, the party must file the request for the
jury instruction in writing.79 And the requested instruction
must be brought to the trial court’s attention during the
charge conference.80
The lack of a contemporaneous objection is likely
fatal in this area. The Florida Supreme Court has rejected
arguments that the failure to give a proper jury instruction
in a civil case amounts to fundamental error.81 One court
has explained that “[i]n a civil case, the policies behind
the requirement of Rule 1.470(b), that objections to jury
instructions be properly preserved, override the necessity

that a jury be correctly charged on the law.”82 Courts are
concerned that application of the fundamental error rule
in this context would result in many retrials that would
have been unnecessary if trial counsel had made a contemporaneous objection.83
VERDICT FORM
A party must timely object to any error pertaining
to the verdict form before it is submitted to the jury.84
Florida courts will not fault the jury for doing what it was
instructed to do.85 Instead, the blame will fall on the
attorney that failed to object to an improper verdict form.86
An attorney that agrees to an improper verdict form will
be found to have invited any error regarding the verdict
form.87
The verdict form can also create preservation problems based on the “two-issue rule.” Under that rule, an
appellate court will not reverse where a general verdict
form was used and “no error is found as to one of two issues submitted to the jury on the basis that the appellant
is unable to establish that he has been prejudiced.”88 The
rule applies where a plaintiff presents two or more theories of liability (or causes of action) or where a defendant
raises two or more affirmative defenses.89 In such cases,
to avoid the “two-issue rule,” counsel should request a
special verdict form and submit a written copy of that
special verdict form along with the necessary explanatory
jury instructions during the charge conference.90
JURY DELIBERATIONS
Potential errors that arise during the jury’s deliberations may be waived if not raised before the jury returns a
verdict.91 For example, in one case, the court responded
to the jury’s request for a definition while the parties and
their attorneys were out at lunch.92 Upon their return to
the courtroom, the judge told them about the jury’s question and his response.93 There was no objection before
the jury returned its verdict.94 The appellate court held
that any error had been waived because counsel was
aware of the misconduct, but failed to object, before the
jury had returned its verdict.95
In contrast, in another case, the jury asked the bailiff
questions about the jury instructions and the definition
of “negligence.”96 The bailiff told the judge about the
questions when he saw the judge in the hallway.97 The
bailiff then told the jury that the court would not give the
requested instructions.98 After the jury returned its verdict,
counsel learned of the ex parte communications between
the court and the jury.99 Under these facts, the appellate
court held that counsel had not waived the error.100
If the jury indicates it is deadlocked, then any issues
regarding an Allen101 charge must also be preserved with
a contemporaneous objection. The party challenging the
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Allen charge must object to preserve any error regarding the decision to give the instruction.102 To preserve a
challenge to the wording of the Allen charge, counsel
must suggest an alternate formulation of the words to use
in the instruction.103 (These requirements are analogous
to the preservation of an error regarding the jury instructions.104) Counsel should also request any other relief,
including a mistrial, if appropriate.105
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VERDICT
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Any argument that the verdict is inconsistent must be
raised before the jury is discharged.106 For this reason, it
is crucial to understand what qualifies as an “inconsistent”
verdict. The Florida Supreme Court has explained that
“an inconsistent verdict is defined as when two definite
findings of fact material to the judgment are mutually
exclusive.”107 For example, a verdict is inconsistent if it
finds that both the plaintiff’s negligence and the defendant’s negligence caused the plaintiff’s injuries, but then
apportions 100% of the fault on the defendant.108 Such
inconsistent verdicts must be brought to the court’s attention while the jurors are still present to correct the error.109
Counsel must specifically ask the trial court to resubmit
the case to the jury.110
Keep in mind that “[a] verdict is not necessarily inconsistent simply because it fails to award enough money
or even no money at all.”111 Counsel need not challenge
the adequacy of a verdict before the jury is discharged.112
Instead, counsel can object to a verdict’s inadequacy or
excessiveness in post-trial motions for additur, remittitur,
or new trial.113
Once the court is adjourned, counsel must rely on
post-trial motions to renew objections and preserve other
issues for appeal. Those post-trial motions merit separate
treatment and are beyond the scope of this article.
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CONCLUSION
33

The main points from this brief overview have been
condensed into a Basic Checklist for Preserving Appellate Issues that is included with this article. The checklist
is not comprehensive and is a poor substitute for having
an appellate specialist at trial to assist with the preservation of any complicated issues. But, in the absence of
appellate counsel, this article and the Checklist should
help you preserve most issues that may arise in your next
trial.
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BASIC CHECKLIST FOR
PRESERVING APPELLATE ISSUES
1 Practical Considerations
o
o

		

o

Obtain a court reporter
Describe verbally anything that happens outside the court reporter’s hearing that you
want reflected in the record
Clearly identify any exhibits or demonstrative aids used by the attorneys or the witnesses

2 General Principles of Preservation
o

Make contemporaneous objections
		m Object at the time of the alleged error
		m State the grounds for the objection with enough specificity to alert the trial court
			 of the alleged error
		m Obtain a ruling from the trial court
		m If the objection is sustained, move for a mistrial
o Do not rely on the possibility that an issue may be raised on appeal as fundamental error
o Be careful what you ask for (avoid invited error)
o If possible, explain the impact the alleged error will have on the jurors, their deliberations,
		 and their verdict

3 Improper Arguments and Conduct of Counsel
o
o
o
o

Make a contemporaneous objection at the time of the improper comment or conduct
Obtain a ruling
If the objection is sustained, move for a mistrial by the end of opposing counsel’s argument
Raise any unobjected-to and improperly-objected-to comments in a post-trial motion for new trial

4 Evidentiary Issues
o

Admission of Inadmissible Evidence
		m Make a contemporaneous objection to improper questions and questions that call
			 for improper answers before the witness answers
		m Move to strike when a witness gives an improper answer to a proper question
		m If the objection is sustained or the motion to strike is granted, a motion for mistrial
			may be necessary
o Exclusion of Admissible Evidence
		m Make a proffer, i.e. make the substance of the excluded evidence known to the court
		m Question the witness on the record, but outside the presence of the jury
		m Give an oral or written summary of the testimony that the witness would give
		m Mark for identification any documentary or tangible items excluded, and provide
			 them to the clerk for inclusion in the court file
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5 Motions for Directed Verdict
o

		

o
o

		

Challenge the sufficiency of the evidence by moving for directed verdict (or involuntary
dismissal in a bench trial) at the close of the evidence by the opposing party
State the specific grounds for the motion
If the objection is denied in a jury trial, renew the arguments in a timely post-trial motion
for judgment in accordance with the prior motion for directed verdict

6 Jury Instructions
o Make a contemporaneous objection to any improper instructions proposed by
		 opposing counsel during the charge conference
		m Identify the instruction at issue
		m Explain why the instruction is improper
		m Propose a corrected instruction in writing
o Make a record of any instruction you request that is rejected by the court
		m File a written copy of the requested instruction
		m Bring the requested instruction to the court’s attention during the charge conference
o Make a contemporaneous objection if the court’s oral instructions deviate from the
		 written instructions, and consider moving for mistrial

7 Verdict Forms
o Make a contemporaneous objection to any error in the verdict form before it is
		 submitted to the jury
		m Do not agree to an improper verdict form (avoid invited error)
		m Object to a general verdict form if the plaintiff raises two or more theories of liability
			 or the defendant raises two or more affirmative defenses
		m File a written copy of any proposed special interrogatory verdict form
		m Bring the requested special interrogatory verdict form to the court’s attention
			 during the charge conference

8 Jury Deliberations
o
o

		

o

Make a contemporaneous objection before the jury returns a verdict
When challenging an Allen charge, suggest any alternate formulation of the words to
use in the instruction
Move for a mistrial, if appropriate

9 The Verdict
o

Inconsistent Verdicts
		m Make a contemporaneous objection before the jury is discharged
		m Specifically request that the case be resubmitted to the jury
o Inadequate Verdicts
		m Object to the inadequacy or excessiveness of the verdict in a post-trial motion
o Renew any pending motions for mistrial, and obtain a ruling
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